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ABSTRACT 
A 5-component, 10-stage distillation column was simulated by 
PACTOLUS by use of the hybrid technique. It was found that the 
digital-analog simulator is completely satisfactory for solving 
unsteady-state multicor~onent distillation problems. A feed-
forward controller for a distillation column was designed and 
tested. The effects of feedforward and feedback control on binary 
system distillation columns were comparPd by PACTOLUS. It was 
found that the liquid flow rates, the holdups as well as the 
number of stages are important factors in the design of a feed-
forward controller. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
The distillation column has been used to study process 
dynamics and control for several reasons. 
First, a distillation column is described by a nonlinear, 
multivariable system of differential equations. It is one of the 
most difficult type of systems to analyze for control. 
Second, methods of investigating dynamic behavior and control 
techniques applicable to distillation columns are easily extended 
to other mass transfer and heat transfer operations. 
Third, since distillation is often the final step in a 
process engineering system, a small improvement in its control 
techniques may have great economic significance. 
In order to investigate control techniques for a distillation 
column, the dynamic behavior of the column must be thoroughly 
understood. 
When the total flow rates of a distillation column are 
asswned to be constant, a set of component material-balance 
equations and a set of vapor-liquid equilibrium relationships may 
be used to describe the column. At an unsteady-state, the 
component material-balance equation for the stage j may take the 
form 
dx .. 
u __ .1.! = F . X f . . + v . ly . 1 . + L . , X • 1 . - v . y . . - L . X • • ( 1 . 1) J dt J J1 J+ J+ ,1 J-~ ]- ,1 J ]1 J ]1 
where y .. = K .• x .. Jl J1 J1 
and F. equals to zero if there is no feed to stage j. 
J 
(The 
nomenclature is explained in Appendix F.) 
2 
The principle theoretical approach from analytic solutions 
to plate-to-plate distillation column problems was first presented 
by t-1arshall and Pigford in 1947 (21). Their treatment included 
mass balances and simple vapor-liquid equlibrium relations . Since 
then, hundreds of papers have been published on the subject of 
Distillation Dynamics and Control (2, 25, 36). In 1961 the 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers selected the topic of 
Distillation Dynamics and Control as one of the most worthwhile 
areas of Chemical Engineering Research (6). 
It is difficult to cover every detail even in a rigorous 
investigat:ion. There must be some simplification of the basic 
aspects. Despite all these contributions and efforts, it is 
generally agreed in the Chemical and Systems Engineering area 
that distillation column dynamics and control are not well under-
stood (36). 
Rose and co-workers (26, 27) were among the first to use the 
analog con~uter to simulate and study distillation. Analog 
computers are well suited to solve a set of simultaneous differ-
ential equations such as those encountered in unsteady-state 
distillation columns. But the hardware of the analog computer 
limits its applications to a small scale column. Most of the 
analog simulations use simplified vapor-liquid equlibrium 
relationships. However, usually vapor-liquid equlibrium 
relation ships are so complicated that they must be represe nted 
by an intricate function of temperature and/or composition which 
loses validi ty when simplified. Suc h a n e quation is e specially 
significant in a multicomponent distillation. It is often 
3 
necessary to solve this equation by iterative procedures. When a 
more complicated vapor-liquid equilihrium relation must be 
included and a large scale distillation column must be sinrulated 
regorously, one approach is through the use of a hybrid computer 
which combines the characteristics of both a digital and an analog 
computer. 
In a hybrid computer, the analog elements are used to simu-
late the process, the digital elements are used for record-
keeping, decision-making and other nonlinear-calculations. An 
interface section which includes. digital-to-analog and analog-to-
digital cornunication links and the computer control lines, is 
needed to connect the two elements. A simplified block diagram 
in Figure 1.1 indicates the way a hybrid computer is used to 
solve a distillation problem. 
When a hybrid computer is used to simulate a multicomponent 
distil]_ation column, the analog portion is used to solve the set 
of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (1.1). Since one 
integrator is needed for each compon~~.:t_, a set of c integrators 
are required if c components are pl'esent in the column. At the 
beginning of each run, if the calculational procedure starts from 
the reboiler, the "best guess'' initial liquid composition values 
of each component in the reboiler are applied, by c analog-to-
digital lines, to the integrators. At the same time the corre-
sponding values of the terms on the right side or Equation (1.1) 
are introduced to :t;:he analog computer by another cx5 (Figure 1.1) 
analog-to-digital lines. The comparators (Figure 1.1) which con-
trol the integration intervaL, switch the analog program to the 

5 
6perate mode. It remains in operate mode for a predetermined 
integration interval (time) when the comparator switches the 
control mode to hold. The digital computer then senses analog 
voltages by means of c analog-to-digital lines. The vapor com-
position at equilibrium with the liquid composition are calcu-
lated by a subprogram on the digital computer, while the analog 
portion is at the hold mode. The previous values of the liquid 
and vapor compositions are substituted for by the calculated 
values and are stored in memory. The necessary values for solving 
the liquid on the next stage are then introduced to the analog 
portion. The cycle of modes is repeated from the reboiler to 
condenser until the steady-state solution is obtained. 
Although the simulation techniques have so far been limited 
almost exclusively to analog or hybrid analog-digital computation, 
the use of digital-analog simulation to solve complex system pro-
blems has increased rapidly since the first reported digital-
analog simulation program was presented by Selfridge in 1955 (29) . 
The calculations of a digital-analog simulator are performed 
on a digital computer but the programming is done in an analog 
procedure. Integration is approximated by a numerical method. 
Therefore, it is possible to combine both the analog and digtal 
techniques to solve a simulation problem on the digital computer. 
In a comparison of different computational procedures for 
problems in unsteady-state distillation (33), it has been shown 
that the digital-analog simulators could play an important part 
in distillation column simulations. 
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The purpose of this investigation is to study the applica-
tion of hybrid techniques to simulate a multicomponent distilla-
tion column on the digital-analog simulator PACTOLUS. In order 
to accommodate this distillation problem, the PACTOLUS source 
program must be expanded from the original 75 elements to 300 
elements, and the maximum number of inputs to a single element 
increased from 3 to 5. A 10-stage distillation column with 5 
components is simulated by this hybrid technique. Either equal-
molar or nonequal-molar vapor and liquid flow rates are developed 
for this program. 
A flash distillation is simulated to determine the effect of 
integration interval on the accuracy of the PACTOLUS. A multi-
component distillation pr oblem is studied in open-loop operation. 
A feed forward control algorithn is proposed and is then tested 
on the distillation column simulation with a binary feed. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Distillation Column Simulation 
As cited in reference (13) , the ~arliest interest in the 
transient behavior of distillation equipment arose from the 
practice of batch distillation in the late 1800's (4.34). Just 
before and during World War II, interest in the separation of 
isotopes led to the development of a series of linearized mod es 
for the behavior of systems with many theoretical plates and 
relative volatilities close to unity (3, 9, 11, 21). Binary 
mixtures base d on relatively simplified models and linear equi-
librium relationships were studied. 
7 
Since the early l950 1 s, the progress in the automatic con-
trol of distillation columns uncovered a need for qualitative and 
quantitative knowledge of the dynamic behavior and controllability 
of the process. The present investigations in that field have 
been reviewed by many authors (2, 13, 25, 28, 36). 
Acrivos and Amundsen (1) have simulated a four-stage 
countercurrent absorber. A cubic equilibrium relationship of 
the form 
y = ax 
n n 
(2 .1) 
is assumed. The response of plate compositions to the step 
changes and sinusoidal variations in the feed composition have 
been studied. 
Rose, Williams, and Harnett (27, 37) have simulated on an 
analog computer a 5-plate distillation column with a simulated 
control device. A binary mixture with constant relative volatil-
ity is fed to the third plate. Rates of change of total liquid 
and total vapor rates were expressed by a first-order transfer 
function, but the time constant used for vapor rate change was 
negligible. The vapor holdup was neglected. Several analog 
components were required for each tray; hence, the size of the 
column tha~ could be simulated was limited. 
Rose, Johnson, and Williams (26) use both analog and digital 
computers separately to solve the basic equations for a 7-tray 
colurrm. The effect of the common distillation variables such as 
composition change ,,_ the relative volatility, and the reflux ratio 
on the transient state were studied. 
8 
• 
The chief drawback to analog simulation is that a nonlinear 
function generation is needed for each plate to produce the 
equilibrium relationship. The capacity of analog computers thus 
limits the number of plates which can be simulated. Many efforts 
have been devoted to overcome this difficulty by using the linear 
equilibrium equations (8, 10, 23, 24, 32). 
Franks has described a method to use a large repetitive 
operation analog computer in a hybrid fashion by combining the 
plate-to-plate steady state equations solved iteratively at high 
speed (12). 
B. Distillation Column Feedforward Control 
' The automatic control of process units has long been an 
accomplished fact in the process industries. The major conven-
tional control method applied is feedback control. However, from 
1960 on, much work has been devoted to the feedforwarcl control of 
distillation columns (16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 30, 35, 31, 38). Feed-
forward control was discussed qualitatively by Galvert and Coulman 
(7). They conclude that feedforward -~~:mtrol is suited to certain 
chemical engineering situations. Lupfer and Parsons (18) applied 
feedforward control to distillation columns quantitatively. In 
their work the dynamic transfer function for the feedforward con-
troller is apprqximated from an empirically determined transient 
response of the column. The dynamic transfer functions are 
characterized by a combination of dead-time and multi-order 
delays. Terminal ~tream flows are much more uniform than with a 
conventional control system. Luyben and Gerster (20) described 
the syn-thesis of feedforward controllers for a distillation 
9 
column by solving a set of algebraic equations with complex coeffi-
cients which involve the liquid dynamic behavior. The effective-
ness of the feedforward controller was tested on a 10-tray and a 
40-tray distillation column by analog simulation. The deviations 
in product compositions are very small during the transient period. 
C. Digital-Analog Simulators 
I 
i 
I1 many ways the digital-analog simulator became a real chal-
1 lenge to the analog computer after the development of .t-UDAS 
(Modified Integration DAS) from DAS (Digital Analog Simulator) in 
1964-. MIDAS used a fourth order Runge·-Ktrtta Merson integration 
method with an automatic s·tepsize adjustment to make it reliable 
and accurate. Its block-oriented language is easy to program. 
MIDAS was "lr.'ri tten for a large computer such as the IBM 7040 or 709IJ, 
-Reming·ton Rand 1170. PACTOLUS, developed by Brennen (S) of IBN 
Research Laboratory, San Jose in 1964, is also a block-oriented 
interpretive digital-analog simulator with second order Runge-
Kutta integration method. The time increment for each step of 
the in·tegration is constant through each run. The original pro-
gram with 75 block elements and a maximum of 25 integrators wc:.s 
written for t~he IBH 1620. In acld:L tion to the conventional blocks, 
e.g. summers, integrators, multipliers, and function generators, 
the program also provided arbitrary elements which could be 
generated by a scientific digital computer (random number genera-
tor, cljppers, •••• ). A version of PACTOLUS with 200 block ele-
m"ents and 100 integrators is now available with minimum and maximum 
value registers. A version with 300 block elements and 100 
integrators was developed as a portion of the work presented in 
this thesis. 
III. BASIC THEORIES AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR DISTILLATION 
COLUMN SYSTEI-1 
10 
A dynamic simulation of a distillation column must consider 
T.ly~ following relations: 
A. Component Material-Balance Equations 
For each component at each stage there may be written a 
component material-balance equation. Since the sum of the com-
positions on each stage in each phase must be equal to unity, the 
number of componefrt ma·terial-balance equations is one less than 
the total number of components. The liqtdd and the vapor are 
assumed to be well-mixed on the tray. 
v. 'y .. J Jl L. l,x. 1 ... J- J- ,l 
...----'------' - L~ L jth stage r--------1----
L. ,X .. 
.J J l 
Figure 3.1. The Distillation Tray 
The component material-balance equation for component i on 
plate j is written, 
\_ 
dx .. 
U ~-j dt 
dy .. 
+ __.J2 = 
uj dt V.+1y.+l . + L. 1x. l . - V.y .. - L.x .. J J ,1 J- J- ,l J Jl J Jl 
+ F .xf.. - W. x .. J Jl J Jl (3 .1) 
ll 
A list of nomenclature is shown in Appendix F. 
B. Liquid and Vapor Flow Dynamics 
Since actual vapor• holdup is small the vapor holdup term in 
Equation (3.1) is often neglected. A further approximation made 
is that any change in liquid accumulation occurs in the downcomcr 
of each tray and does not affect the quantity of holdup on the 
tray ftself. 
the rate of overflow is estimated to be directly proportional 
I 
to the height of the liquid over the weir (See Figure 3.2). 
But 
L. l J-
- ---- ---------. A ----------------- ------ --------
___ _ ...,j __ 
- --~ 




Figure 3.2. Flow Over the Weir 
Since the material balance holds 
input - output = accumulation 
dh. 
Lj-l - Lj = ,P·Aj d~ 
L. = B .h. 






= B . __J_ dt J dt· (3 .4) ..., 
P'A~ dL. 
L. 1 L. = 
__ J 
__J. 
J- J B . dt J 
(3. 5) 
. P•A. 
If the term~ is designated as a time constant, T ., the B J 
relation of the overflow rate between successive stages may be 
expressed as 
dL. 
__.J. = L dt j-1 T • J L. J 
C. Vapor Liquid Relationship 
(3. 6) 
An equation relating liquid and vapor compositions may be · 
written in the form of Henry ,-s law (y .. = K .. x .. ) . The equilib-
Jl Jl- Jl 
rium constant, K .. , chosen in this _investigation is calculated b~ Jl. 
a method which accounts for the effects of pressure and temper-· 
ature but not the effect of composition. This method is chosen 
for its accuracy and ease of application. The pressure of the 
. 
whole system is specified for each tray and is considered ·to be 
constant at all times, hence the K-v~!:J.l~ may be represented as a 
function of temperature alone. The data of Hadden (14) for a 
pressure of 300 psia · is chosen. In addition to the equilibrium 
equation there must be an expression to describe the deviation 
from equilibrium which occurs in actual liquid-vapor operations. 
A plate efficiency equa·tion may be used for this purpose. The 
modified vaporization efficiency (15) was used because of it is 
readily included iq the calculational procedures. 
0 y .• = E .• K .. X •• 
J1 J1 Jl Jl 
(3. 7) 
13 
When the column pressure and liquid compositions are 
specified the specified bubble point temperature may be determined. 
If a system consists of "cn components, the sum of the vapor com-
positions is unity when its liquid counterpart is at its bubble 
point temperature. Hence 
c 
1 = r K .. X •• 
i=l Jl Jl 
(3.8) 






K .. X •• Jl Jl 1 (3.9) 
If the modified vaporization efficiency is applied, the boiling 
point function is expressed as: 
c 
f (T .) [ 0 1 (3 .10) = K .. x .. E .. -J i=l Jl Jl Jl 
0 E .. must be known or specified. In the present work, 
Jl 
E~. has been assumed to be unity. The temperature for which 
Jl 
f(T.) is zero is the bubble point temperature. It may be 
J 
determined by Newton's method (15). 
D. Energy Balance Equation 
In this investigation the total liquid and vapor flow rates 
are specified for the development of calculation procedure. This 
specification makes .the calculational procedure independent of an 
energy balance equation and removes heat gained or lost through 
the column Halls from consideration. 
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E. 'Distillation Column System 
The functional components of a distillation column and their 
relationship are defined: 
System: A system is an arrangement, set or collection of 
components connected or related in such a manner as to form an 
entirety or whole. 
Control System: A control system is an arrangement of 
physical components connected or related in such a manner as 
to command, direct, or regulate itself or another system dynam-
ically. 
Upset: The upset is the stimulus or excitation applied to 
a system from an external source. 
Output,: The output is the actual response obtained from 
\ 
a system. It may or may not be identical to the response implied 
by the specified input. 
· Open-loop System: An open-loop system is one in which the 
operation is independent of the output. 
Closed- loop Control System: A closed-loop control system 
is one in which the control action is dependent on the output. 
The open-loop distillation column system includes these 
components 
(a) A series of countercurrent contracting stages 
(b) A reboiler 
' 
(c) A condenser 
The flow diagram of an N-tray open-loop dist.illat ion column 
is shown in Figure 3.3. In Figure 3.3 heat i s adde d to the re-
boiler (R) to vaporize part of the flow (LN). The vapor formed 
15 
is returned into the bottom stage (N). The vapor (V1 ) from the 
top stage is condensed and part of this liquid (L0) is returned 
to the 1st stage as liquid reflux and the remainder is distillate 
product. 
Upsets to a distillation system may occur as changes in feed 
composition, feed enthylp, feed ra·te or reflux temperature. 
In actual operations, a heavy wind or strong storm near by 
may also cause an upset to the column. 
-Q 
c 







La ul Ll u2 L ~L---- f----
v 
__n_ 
Figure 3.3. N-tray Distillation Column System 
F 
Theoretically, the interconnected contacting stages 
s 
B 
(Figure 3. 3) could be equilibrium st~?_es. In actual operation 
it is never possible to allow sufficient contact time to attain 
equilibrium. A stage efficiency is defined to account for this 
deviation (Pg. 12). In addition to the usual liquid and vapor 
' 
inlet and outlet streams, each stage may have a feed stream or a 
side stream withdrawal. 
The degree of separation accomplished by the column can be 
controlled by adjusting the reflux or the boilup rates. 
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IV. SIMULATION OF A SINGLE STAGE SEPARATION 
A. The Flash Separator 
· The basic process involved in distillation consists of mixing 
one or more liquid streams with one or more vapor streams and 
separating the mixture into vapor and liquid outlet streams. 
This process occurs in a flash separator. Thus, the first step 
in this investigation was to set up and evaluate the program and 
procedure for a single flash separation stage. The bases for this 
simulation are shown in the sections B and C of this chapter. In 
order to simulate a flash drum in unsteady state operation it is 
necessary to consider a drum with a finite liquid holdup and a 
well-mixed vapor phase which is in equilibrium with the liquid 
phase at all times. The equilibrium condition implies that the -
temperature and pressure of both phases are the same. In this 
simulation it was assurned that the total molar liquid-holdup is 
constant with respect to time. Such a system is described as the 
Example 4.1 and is shown in Figure 4.1. 
B. Vapor-Liquid Relationships 
The equilibrium constant for each component may be approxi-
mated by a function of temperature alone. 
(4.1) 
This relation implies that the equiliLrium constants are functions 
of temperature alone. Hence equation 3.10 is applicable to the 
multicornponen t flash s eparator. 
When the liquid fraction in the drum is known for all com-
ponents, Newton's method may be applied to calculate tl1e bubble 
point temperature of that phase in the drum. At equilibrium the 
temperature of the vapor phase is the same as that of the liquid 
phase. 
C. Simulation of~ Flash Separator 
A single contacting stage with a constant liquid holdup 
operates as if it was a perfect mixing chamber followed by a 
separator. The following inputs define the state of the system. 
1. L: molar rate of liqui9 feed at its boiling point 
2. V: molar rate of vapor feed at its dew point 
3. Q: heat flow rate 






Figure 4.1. Operational Representation of a Single 
Contacting Stage 
If the relative rates of vapor and liquid (V/L) formed by 
the flash di.stillati9n are spe-cified, the unsteady-state compo-
nent material equation for component i is 
dx. 
17 
U dt1 = Lfxfi + Vfyfi- Lxi- Vyi (~. 2) 
18 
For c compm1ents, there are c simultaneous first order non-linear 
differential equations with c unknmvns. A total of c integrators 




dt = 0.2xfi - O.lxi - O.lyi i = 1, •• 5 (4-.3) 
A PACTOLUS block diagram for the set of simultaneous equa-
tions (4.3) is shown in Figure 4.2. 
In order to make this simulation it was necessary to modify 
the version of PACTOLUS developed at the University of Missouri at 
Rolla (39) by adding several non-standard PACTOLUS elements (Table A.l 
in the Appendix) • In Figure 4. 2, block lG, symbolically represented 
by n?", is a bubble point temperature generator. This element 
obtains continuously the bubble point temperature at the end of a 
time period from the inputs of liquid composition at the beginning of 
the time period. The result is the solution of Equation 3.10 by 
Newton's method. 
Elements 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 represented by the symbols of 
TT 
, : and ; respectively generate the vapor compositions of 
i-C 4 , n-c 4 , i-C5 , n-C5 and n-C 6 from the corresponding liquid 
= 
compositions and the equilibrium temperature. These elements are 
programmed to solve for the vapor fraction as follows: 
y. = x.K. = (a.+b.T+c.T+d.T3) 3Tx. i = 1, •• 5 
l l l l l l l l 
(4-. 4-) 
The input and output relations of the elements ? and are illus-
trated in Figure 4. 3 and Figure 4. 4. The functions of the other vapor 
composition generators are identical to that of element 
6 11 1 7 12 2 8 13 3 g 14 4 
®-<V-ii'- x. ~I'- x.~ x~K 
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Table 4.1. Specification of Example 4.1 
Initial Conditions Final Conditions 
Component Specifications 
xf X y xf X y 
i-C4 0.05 0.03394 0.06606 0.06 0.04102 0.07898 U = 500 lb moles 
n-C4 0.05 0.03790 0.06210 0.04 0.03055 0.04945 F = 100 lb moles/min 
i-c5 0.70 0.70022 0.96678 0.75 0.75561 0.74439 L =50 lb moles/min 
n-c5 0.15 0.15986 0.14014 0.11 0.11805 0.10195 V = 50 lb moles/min 
n-C6 0.05 0.06807 0.03193 0.04 0.05477 0.02523 initial flash t emperature 
= 318.29 
final f lash temperature 
= 316. 10 
xf = Feed composition 
x ·= liquid composition 










Figlfre 4.3. PACTOLUS Element "?" 
21 
In Figure 4.3, the inputs are the liquid compositions expressed in 
mole fractions. The output is the corresponding bubble point of 
the input liquid in degrees Rankine. The element requires an 
initial condition, the plate temperature, when the run starts . 
This temperature is updated within the element during the run. 
The output of the element > in Figure 4.4 is the vapor composi-
tion in mole fraction of n-C 5 . The first input to the element 
is the liquid composition of n-C 5 in mole fraction. The second 
input is the bubble point temperature of the liquid mixture. 
X •• Jl 
Figure 4.4 PACTOLUS Element 
y .. Jl 
TT > 1T 
For Example L~.1, the PACTOLUS computer program developed 
from Figure 4.2 is shown in Table 4.2. The liquid composition 
" 
___ c._ _ __EL_\.SlLQ r s r ~~-~lA2{isD§Tdti-x(-f?~ ~A ~h~ --!-r £~L~r8~ -' bR6t,&.~Mc; ,N-co. ____ ___ rl2n ~··-v1 .:r~'2_7J76-t 
CONFG CONFIGUR ATtDN SPE CIF I CATION 
BLOCK TYOF T NPIJT l I NPUT 2 INPUT 3 I NPUT 4 INPUT 5 
~ · .. ~ - . 1 r ll 0 0 . ·- - 17 1 
? I 12 0 0 l R 2 
3 T 13 0 0 10 3 
4 T 14 0 0 2 0 4 l 
5 I 1) () 0 2-l C) 
f, K 0 0 0 0 0 
7 K. 0 0 0 0 0 
B !( 0 0 0 0 0 
Q K. () i) 0 ·- -- - -- - -0 - - -· b 
10 K 0 0 0 () 0 
11 G f> () 0 0 0 
l2 r:, 7 0 I 0 0 0 
l 3 
' 
8 () 0 
14 r, ') 0 0 0 0 
1 5 I r. 10 0 0 0 0 L6_____ _ ~_? ____ ___ l 2 3 4 5 
17 ' . ,, 1 t6" -- 0 ---------·-·· () · --·-· ·---- -~:,- -·- ·-
1 8 ·- 2 16 0 0 0 
19 > ., . ! 16 0 0 0 
?0 : '• 16 0 0 0 ? l . I) p , 0 • 7? + 1 2 3 It 5 
EN 21 + 17 l 8 19 20 :n 
Table 4-.2. PACTOLUS Computer Program for Example 4-.1 
(continued) 1\J 1'\J 
___ tc ______ _____ _ _ 
_ ___ _ _ , _____ ----
INITIAL CONDITIONS ANn PARAMETERS 
BLOCK TC/PAPl PAR? PAR3 PhR4 PAR5 
1 0. 01 '>. <)t~ 0. 0 0. 0 -O_!._l_O_O_Q_() -0 .t O_D_OO_ 
? o.o31qo 0:0 o.o -o.1oooo -o.1oooo 
1 0.7002? 0.0 0.0 -O.lOOOO -0.10000 
4 0.1S9A6 0.0 0.0 -0.10000 -0.10000 
__5 (l_. Qf.,PJ)J O~_Q _ _0_._0 -0. _lQ_OOO. ~o •. 10000 
6 0.06000 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 
1 o.o4ooo o.o o.o o.o o.o 
R 0.7~000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----.-0;;:;-----7in .. J.J.Q o o o. n Q_._o o_._ o o_'!_o __ 
10 0.04000 O.u 0.0 0.0 0.0 11 0.2ooon o.o o.o o.n o.o 12 0.20000 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1 0.?0000 o.c o.o o.o o.o ___,,--~14 o·.-?o(fOo o-:o o~o o.o- ·o.o _ __ _ 
]5 0.?0000 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
EN 1'-, 11?..?q0?P 0.0 0.0 O.Q 0.0 
' _I T!1 F__5_ . ' --~ --- ---· -- -------- -
J~TEGRATION INTFRVhl 















2 ._Q_DJ)_Q 0 0 0'--'-'0c__ __ _ 
6 7 ~ 
l__f., ? 3 2]:_.__ _ 
4-.2a. PACTOLUS Computer Program for Example 4-.1 
"' w 
X. C X X. . X 1- ~ n-C~ 1-C n-C 
. 5 ~ xc6 
TP4F .. UTriJT 1 fJ'JTPUT ?. :, •JTPUT 3 OUTPUT 4 OUTPUT 'i 
_ __________ Q..__Q___ · il.._Q3_3~~-0 _____ Q_~J).~7 _9_00 __ 0_._(00_2_2_0 O.l '5_CJ860 _______ 0.06fHHO _ . 
~ • 0 0 0 0 0 • r'n A? l 9 (' • 0 ·p. 0 6 (l 0 • 7 0 It 2 ? 4 0 • 1 4? f) 5 H 0 • 0 6 1 B 3 l' .. -- .. 
4.onnn o.o38~4? o.0317oo o.71R340 0.131731 n.0611Ql 
A.QOnO 0.0~054P 0.031014 0.7?A590 0.128030 0.05q36A 
~() t)O (), (\1~01? 7 (). O...:lf'6 7_() 0 ._7_}_'5 1FV+ 0_._1]_4_..1_1_9 0. 05 8040 ---~~ o • no o o o • o '+ o '-t3 1 o • (H o so n o • 1 1t crn4 o o • 1 ~ 1 q 6 5 o-~-~rr5rTo_s __ 
12.0000 0.040621 O.OlOttltS 0.7ttltfA8 0.1?0443 0.056427 
14.0 1'00 0.04073~ 0.0101-t/7 0.7tt-73ttl1 O.ll0't7t+ . O.O':iSCJit1 
____________ i6 .JJIJIJQ ___ Q_,_Q_lt_D_n. 0.7 _0 .DYt4 31 0 ._] 1t_Q3 ?0 _O.JJ ~ 8A., ________ _ 6. 015 5 593 
l A • 0 0 0 0 0. 0 4 0? c; P. ('I • 0 1 ()It 11 :~ () • 7S 0 7 R 2 0 • l 1 R '+ R 1 0. 0 5 5 :3 4 5 
20.0000 C.040A"~ 0.03045A 0.751876 0.11~251 0.05516R 
· 2 ? • 0 0 0 __ ' 0 0 • 0 It () 9 2 / 0 • 0 3 0 1t 7 ?_ 0. 7 5 7_. 7 0_ 1 0 • 1. 1_ R 1 1 3 0 • () 5 ') 04 3 
?4.001")0 0.040n4~ 0.0104PS 0.751329 O.lt8034 0.054Q'5 
~A.OOOO 0.040050 0.030406 0.7S3Rll O.ll7Q91 0.054893 
?R.OOOO 0.040°7? 0.03050S 0.754184 0.117074 0.054R50 
30.0000 0.040QR2 0.0~0513 0.7S4474 0.117969 0.054821 
--.-----:·7-'~ :.,_ r) 0 0 0 0 • n t+ ()o G n 0~ 3 fl5 1 q 0 ,..J5!Jl0 l o_._UJ9.7 J Q _ _._0_5_1tl3Jll_ 
34.0000 o.o4oqn7 0.030574 0.754881 n.tl7G76 0.054787 
36.0000 n.04tOn? 0.03052A 0.755023 0.117084 0.054779 
38.0000 0.041006 0.01051? 0.755136 0.11799? 0.054773 
____ __ 4_0._0QQO O_..D.4.lO_lQ_ __ O_,_O_J_Q5JA. 0 _  ._155226 · O .• ll80()0 __ _ _ _ 0.05 1t 770 _ 
1+ ? • n o n o o • o 1, 1 o 1 ? n • o 1 o r, 1 1 o • 1 'i 5 2 9 0 o • 1 1 B o o q o • o 5 t+ 7 6 R 
44.0100 0.041015 0.010530 0.7S5357 O.llq014 0.054767 46.onoo o.r4101J o.o30540 0.75540~ o.tlBO?O o.o54767 . 
4 9 • o n no n • ()I+ 1 n 1 g 0. .... 0 .... 1...0.5 4 1 o J..55 4 4 3 O...J..l3.D2.5 o_ ._05-'t_7~1:L7__ 
so.oono o.o4lOI0 c 0.03054? o.7S5473 0.118029 0.054767 
52.0030 0.0410?0 0.010~43 0.75549R 0.11R032 0.054768 
54.001')0 0.0410?1 0.030'544 0.75~51A 0.118035 0.054768 
. _________ 5.6 ._O.OD_(L Q_._OA 102? 0 ;030544 ___ 0 .,J'i 5 5_15 ___ __ 0 .11 B o ·~R __ ___ __ 0. 05'~76G 
5A.OOOO O.O~ln?z 0.030S4~ 0.75554A 0.11P040 0.0~47~q 
60.0000 0.041023 O.Ol0~4~ r.7S5559 0.118041 0.054770 
6?.0000 0.0410?3 0.010545 0.7555A9 0.11q041 0.054770 
A'·. rv1n~ o. o 1• 1 ()?4 n QJO ·)_}~f. n_ •. J.5_'?5.15 o_,_LL8.0!•.4 _o_._Q.5.~·-I?_L__· 
6 A • () ')0 0 0 • C'~t l ('? 4 0. 0 3 0 s It 6 0. 7 ':) '5 s ·'H 0 • 1 l 8 0 4 r; 0 • 0 5 1~ 7 71 
6'1. () :)00 0.0'tl0?4 0.0305'16 0.7S'5"86 0.1111045 0.05 1+771 
70.0000 0.041024 0.030S4A 0.755SgQ O.llq046 0.054772 
. __ ______  _-, 2 .• .0.!JD!l_ 0._0_1-<:lC'2'L __ _0_ •.0..30'i'+ r, _____ 0_.7')_t)I)CJ 3 _0. ll ~Ott 7 ____ __ 0. 0 54 77? 
74.0010 0.0410?4 0.010546 0.75S5GA 0.118047 0.054777 
7 6 • () ()I) 0 0 • 0 lt J (' /It (1 • () "l. () C) 4 ,£, 0 • 7 ') C) 'i q ~~ 0 • 1 1 8 0 It 7 0 • 0 5 1+ 7 7 ? 
7~.0000 o.ntdO?'J O.r)30')4(, 0.7'5')A00 O.ll801t8 0.0547'7? 
~o.onno o.D!!tQ2.:t;_ _____ _ o.o3n'it,A o.75'3n01 o.llR0'~8 0.05 1+772 
Figure ~.2b. PACTOLUS Computer Program for Example 4.1 1'\J 
+= 
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response to a step change in feed composition given in Table LL 1 
is shown in Table 4.2b. 
D. Accuracy Jest for the Simulation 
The summation of either liquid or vapor compositions at any 
time during the unsteady-state operation is equal to unity 
(1.000000) in actual operation. Deviation of the sum of calcu-
lated compositions from this value may be used to measure the 
accuracy of solution. Several integration intervals were tested 
for the same program as shown in Table 4.3. The deviation of the 
liquid composition summations~ for the various integration inter-
vals~ are plotted against time in Figure 4.5. 
The final values (80 minutes of real time) of all the ele-
ments used to solve Example 4.1 are shown in Table Ll.4 for four 
different integration intervals. The final values are found to 
be independent of the integration interval. The response of 
n-c 5 for different integration intervals is shown in Figure 4.6. 
The integration interval must be chosen sufficiently small to 
preserve the accuracy of the res~lts .~ut sufficiently ~arge to 
prevent the computer time from becoming excessively long. A 
self-adjusted "comparator" to reset the integration interval 
could be added to the PACTOLUS program to minimize the computer 
time required. The integration interval would be increased as 
steady-state is approached. 









* IBH 360/'+0 
Maximum Deviation 












.Summation of Summation of Computer Time 
the Liquid the Vapor (min.) 
Composition Composition 
at the end of at the end of 
80 min. 80 min. 
0.9999920 0.9999989 0.32 
0.9999980 1.000001 0.'+0 
0.9999980 1.000001 0.52 
0.9999989 0.9999999 1. '+7 
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4.000 (Integration Interval) 
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Figure 4.6. 
Time (minute) 
The Responses of x. C to a Step Change in Zeed Composition 
1- 5 :\..) ~ 
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V. THE SIMULATION OF A TEN-STAGE DISTILLATION COLUt"-1N 
A. Distillation Column Simulations 
The second step in this investigation is to apply the pro-
gram and procedure developed for a single flash stage to a 
10-stage distillation column. This simulation is based on the 
pilot distillation column in the Unit Operation Laboratory, 
Chemical Engineering Department~ University of Missouri at Rolla. 
This investigation is the first in the series of comprehensive 
studies of the pilot column. 
The flash drum discussed in-the previous section is a single 
contacting stage. When a set of such stages is connected in 
series, the discontinuous contacting devices form a distillation 
column. 
B. Stage-wise Component-Material Balance 
A component material balance for component i on plate .i was 
stated as Equation (1.1) 
dx .. 
UJ. d~ 1 = F. xf. . + V "+ly "+l . + L. 1x. 1 · . - V. y. . - L. x .. J J l J J , 1 J- ] .- - ·, 1 J J 1 .J J 1 (1.1) 
If total flow-rates between the stages are specified~ jxi 
simultaneious first order differential equations describe the 
column. A to·tal of jxi integrators are needed to solve such a 
set of equations. There are five possible inputs to each inte-
grator. 
f .. : molar rate at which component i is fed to plate j 
Jl 
1. 1 . : molar rate of fl0\'1 of component i in the liquid state J- ,l 
to plate j from plate j-1 
31 
v.+l .: molar rate of flow of component i in the vapor state J 'l 
to plate j from plate j+l 
v . -: molar rate Jl of flow of component i in the vapor state 
leaving plate j 
1 . -: molar rate of flow of Jl component i in the liquid state 
leaving plate j 
The original PACTOLUS program, which has only three inputs to 
each element, was modified so that the integrating elements, (I) 
could accept these five inputs. 
If the total vapor and total liquid flow rates and holdup 
dx .. 
(Uj) are considered to be specified, the expression for ( d~ 2), 
the time rate change of the composition of component i on plate j 
may be written 
dx .. F .xf .. L. lx. 1 . v.+1Y·+1 · v .y .. L .x .. 
_J.! 
= 
J J1 + ,J- J- 21 + J J 21 J J1 J J1 (5 .1) d ·t u. u. u. u. u. 
J J J J J 
* From Equation (5 .1) the parameters (pots) of each inte-
grator (Composition Integrators) could be set with signed values 
of 1 u. 
- · 
and used with the standard inputs as shown in Figure 5.1. 
* 
J 
A constant multiplier may be applied to each input ·to an inte-
gl~ator. This multiplier is called a parameter in PACTOLUS and 
would be accomplished by a potentiometer (pot) on an analog 
computer. 
F .X •• 
J Jl 
L. 1x. J- J-l,i 






Figure 5 .1. The Composition Intebrrator 
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The input terms are obtained from elements which generate the 
required products terms. A distillation column without composi-
tion control is shown in Figure 5.2. For a 5-component system, 
the PACTOLUS block diagram of plate j in a distillation column is 
shown in Figure 5.3. 
C. System Description 
The 10-stage distillation system with a partial condenser 
consists of a series of countercurren~ discontinuous devices, with 
feed and/or withdrawal on any stage. Feed to the first stage is 
the reflux to the column from the condenser. Dew point vapor is 
fed to th~ condenser from the top plate, while the conden~ed 
liquid r e turns to the top sta ge as r eflux. The unc onde nse d por t i on 
of the vapor stream is removed as overhead product. 
The liquid enters the reboiler and is partially vaporized. 


























" ---------- reboiler 



































. -- . 
reboiler 
Figure 5.4. Eight- Tray Distillation Column with 
Partial Condenser 
F---1 




up through the column. The liquid is withdrawn from the reboiler 
as the bottom product. 
A flow diagram of this system is shown in Figure 5.4. 
If time delay is not considered, the total flow is simulated 
by a circulation system which separates the feed material into a 
distillate stream and a bottom product (Figure 5.5). To simulate 
such a system by PACTOLUS, it requires a purely algebraic loop 
(a loop which does not contain an integrator) . But PACTOLUS is 
not designed to simulate such a loop. In order to overcome this 
difficulty, a self-started algebraic PACTOLUS element designated 
"control valve" with the symbol n_n was developed. The value of 
the process variable at its normal condition is the first of its 
five inputs. The remaining four inputs to this element act to 
adjust the "valven position and simulate an adjustment to the 
flow of the process variable. The sign of the second input is 
inverted so that a positive input causes the valve to close. In 
order to manipulate the feed back . control variables, two control 
valves are connected in parallel as shown in Figure 5.6. 
·-l.f-1 ----ll.f-) --f-:!tf'----11~--. 
~conden.~s~e_r _____ -J 
----·------· 
F . 5 6 Parallel Control Valves 1gure • • 
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The two valves operate simultaneously and in opposite direc-
tions. The advantage of the element "control valven will become 
evident when feedback control action is discussed. 
A description of the 10-stage distillation column discussed 
in this section is shown in Table 5.1. The PACTOLUS block dia-
gram shown in Figure 5.7 shows the algebraic loop for its vapor 
and liquid flow rates. In Figure 5.7, blocks 281 to 288 generate 
liquid flow rates. The first inputs to these summers are the 
liquid flow rates from the stage above, the second inputs are the 
respective liquid feeds from the outside of the system, and the 
third inputs are the withdrawal rates. Blocks 291 to 297 repre-
sent vapor flow rates. The first inputs to these summers are the 
vapor flow rates from the below stage and the second inputs are 
the respective vapor feeds. Blocks 122 and 123 are the control 
valves for the distillate. Blocks 128 and 129 are the control 
valves for the bottoms products. 
The material balance equations for component i in each stage, 
the condenser and the reboiler as well as the complete PACTOLUS 
block diagram for the-eight-stage distillation column and its 
computer output are shown in Appendix B. 
The effect of feed tray location on the steady state distil-
late and bottoms compositions may be seen in Table 5.2. This 
column app.coximates a Pentane Splitter in a Refinery and is used 
to separate the major components of the feed stream i-C5 and n-C:.. 
The mole fraction ~ation of i-C5 to n-C 5 is defined as the Separa-
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~---=S:....::t=h"---"'sJ: age - .--] 
· 6th stage ~ 
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~iler J 
Figure 5.7. Selfstarted Algebraic Loop for Total Flow Rates 
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SR = 
mole fraction of i-C5 in distillate 
mole fraction of n-c5 in distillate 
4-0 
(5. 2) 
The PACTOLUS program of Example 5.1 was run for various feed 
locations. SR was calculated and was plotted against feed stage 
(Figure 5. 8) and a unimodal was obtained. In this case, the Direct 
S~arch t1ethod could be used to find the optimwn feed s -tage. 
The response of each stage and of distillate and bottoms 
compositions of i-C 4 and n-C 4 to the upset (Table 5 .1) is sho~·m 
in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. 
Table 5.1. Specifications for Example 5.1 
Specifications ~ Feed 
I -Compon-~n~-i C_o_m_p_o_n_e_n_t_'l _I_n_i_t_i_a_l-~--F-i_n_a_._l-+-------------





















boiling point liqujd 
feed, holdup for all 
the stages and re- ! 
boiler are 500 molc~s . ; 
Vapor rate 100, L0 =L1 =; 
L2:50, L3 :L!:± =L5 :-::L6 =L7= ; 
L8-1so, D-B-so. , 













Composition in Mole Fraction 
Distillate Bottoms 
i-C4- n-C4- iC5 n-C5 I .C6 ·· I i-C4- I n-C4- i-C5 n-C5 I l 
I 
I 
a. o5232 1 a. 05894- 0.73105: 0.13769 o.a1999 I o.0o271 o.oo810 I o. 71138 0.18650 
I 1 
a,. 05195 1 o. 05834- 0.73667 o:1374-o 0.01564- 0.00351 0.00912 0.70720 0.18694-
i 
0.05133! 0.0574-1 o. 74-066 I o.13792 0.01269 0.004-67 0.01059 0.70367 0.18655 
0.05041 0.05612 0. 74-34-0 0.13915 0.01091 0.00631 0.01250 0.70010 0.18534-
0.04-908' 0.0544-2 0.74528 0.14-127 0.00995 0.00863 0.01500 0.6964-8 0.18325 
0.0'+714- 0.05212 0.74630 0.14-459 0.0984-0 0.01198 0.01833 0.692591 0.17993 
0.04-4-24- 0.04-893 0.74631 0.14-969 0.010841 0.01703 0.02269 0.68839 0.174-84-
I i 
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D. The Effect of Total-flow Dynamics 
When total-flow dynamics . are considered, it is necessary to 
approximate the delays which occur as these upsets are propagated 
through the column. In liquid flow dynamics the stage-to-stage 
delays are simulated by a first order lag of time constant ~ 
_.; 
The system described in Section V.C.is also modified to 
include a total condenser. The vapor at its dew point is fed in 
from the top stage and is completely condensed. Liquid reflux 
I 
returns to the top stage at its boiling point. The renainde~ is 
withdrawn as the top product. 
-
At steady state the liquid composition is the same as that of 
the vapor leaving the lst stage. In transient operation the 
liquid composition lags the vapor composition. The condenser as 
illustrated in Figure 5.11 consists of a pipe connected to a 
mixing chamber. Since backmixing in the pipe is virtually non-
existent, a process stream flowing through such a pipe is well 
described by the concept of true time delay (plug flow) . The 
cooler and condenser may be represented by a mixing chamber. 
cooler 
c== ::d condenser 
==-' ~j - -----
F . 5 11 Condenser and First Plate 1.gure . - . 
'-18 
X X x~D . 
' 02' 03' 04' ·o~ 
I JV~ Lo 
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Figure 5.13. Ten-stage Distillation Column with 
Feed Preheater 
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M1en the process stream is mixed in such a chamber~ its response 
may be represented by a lst order time delay. The pipe and the 




= yll" XOi 1S+l (5. 3) 
A feed preheater is used in this system to adjust the feed 
temperature. A steam heat exchanger simulation is developed to 
represent the fee~ preheater (Figure C.l). In this simulation 
the total heat transferred to th~ process stream and the total 
pressure of the system are specified. The calculational pro-
cedure developed by Holland (15) was used to deterr11ine both the 
temperature of the flash and the amount of feed which is flashed. 
The PACTOLUS block diagrams for the preheater are shown in 
Appendix C. The component flow diagram of the over-all system is 
shown in Figure 5.12. The PACTOLUS block diagram for the flow 
dynamics is shown . in Figure 5.14. In Fi~1re 5.14, blocks 281 to 
288 generate liquid flow rates. The first inputs to these inte-
grators are the liquid flow rates from the above stages, the 
second inputs are the feedback valves to these integrators, the 
third inputs are the respective liquid feeds, the fourth inputs 
are to balance the interchange of material between the liquid and 
vapor phases, the fifth inputs are the withdra\~al rates. The 
first and second inputs to the blocks 291 to 298 serve the same 
purposes as those ~iscussed in Section V.C. The third inputs are 
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1 l i-C4 
2 I n-c4 
I 
3 I i-c5 
4 I n-C 5 
5 I c5 
Table 5.3. Statement of Example 5.2 
FXf 
Specifications 
5 Total condenser, hold up for all the trays, 
5 condenser, reboiler are 500 moles. Feed is 
70 tray three. Feed enthylpy 24-099.139 BTU/#-
15 mole. 
5 L0 = 50. moles/min, Ll, = 4-8.58, L2 = 47. 36 
L3 = 4-6.04-, L4 = 94-.71, L5 = 93.39, L6 = 92~07, 
L7 = 90.74, L8 = 90.74-, v9 = v8 = 4-0.74 
v7 = 4-2~07, v6 = 43.37, v5 = 4-4.71, v4 = 4-5.03, 
v3 = 97.34, v2 = 98.58, v1 = 1oo.oo, 
D = B = 50.0, F = 100 
The upset value of feed enthylpy 




The statement and specification of an example (Example 5.2) 
of the use of this program are presented in Table 5.3. The 
PACTOLUS computer output of Example 5.2 is shown in Appendix C. 
A complete PACTOLUS block diagram of this system is given in 
Appendix B, Appendix C and Figure 5.1~ combined together. The 
transient values of several selected liquid and vapor flow rates 
and the final value of all the blocks of Example 5.2 after 300 
minutes are also in Appendix C. 
VI. FEEDFORWARD CONTROL OF DISTILLATION COLUMNS 
A. Feedback and Feedforward Control 
The ultimate purpose of most of the investigations of the 
dynamic characteristics of a distillation column is to develop a 
control scheme for the column. Feedback control has been tradi-
tional in its application. The corrective action is taken only 
when the product qualities . deviate from the specified values. It 
often provides acceptable control even when the dynamic character 
of the column and the upset to the system are not completely 
defined. However, an extended time is often required to bring the 
distillation column back to its desired steady state operation 
(Figure 6.6). An over-adjustment of the control constants may 
make the column uncontrollable. 
For the design of the 'feedforwar·d controller to a distilla-
tion column, all the previous works (19, 20) were based on 
linearized techni~ues. In this section, a more generalized and 
applicable feedforward controller was developed by extending an 
Example of Two Tanks. 
Feedforward control in this application offers an advantage 
over conventional feedback procedures. In feedforward control the 
upset to the column is detected as it enters the column. Thus, 
theoretically, if the appropriate adjustments in column inputs are 
made, no change in output composition would occur. 
To establish a method of approach, the feedforward control 
system for Two Tanks (Example 6.1) is studied first. Random 
changes in temperature were applied to the first tank as an upset, 
heat input is manipulated by a feedf orward controller to adjust 
the outlet temperature of the second tank. The similarity between 
the stage operation of the Two Tanks and that of the distillation 
column indicates that the liquid flow rates and the holdups on 
the trays should be considered as important factors in the design 
of the feedforward controller for a distillation column. The 
dynamic feedforward controller for a 5-stage, binary syste m dis-
tilla-tion column was evaluated in the Laplace domain. The control 
objective is to keep the· distillate and bottoms compositions con-
stant when the upsets occur as step cha!:lges in the compositions 
of the feed to the column. The dynamic as well as the instanta-
neous reflux and vapor correction were applied to the 5, 7 and 10-
stage binary system distillation columns. The results of these 
two kinds of control are plotted to justify the effect of the feed-
forward controllers. 
B. The Design of !!. Feedforward Controller 
Feedf orward cqntrol i s illust rated by a simple example 
{Example 6.1) involving "Two Tanks". This scheme is shown in 
Figure 6.1. 
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Ti,F,C r1 ,F,C 
&l I 
Q 
Figure 6.1. Two Tanks, Open-loop 
The dynamic models of the system are based on the energy balance 
of the nTwo Tanksn system. The energy balance for tank 1 is 
dT1 
FT1.C - FT C = VPC (6.1) 1 -- dt 
which may be written 
dT1 
Tl dt + Tl = Ti (6.2) 
where 
Table 6.1. Nomenclature for Example 6.1 
C : heat capacity 
F flow rate #m/hr 
T temperature 
Q heat added to tank 2 
p density 
v holdup in tank 
Subscripts 
s specified steady state (control set point) 
i inlet to the tank 1 
1 : the value from tank 1 
2 : the value from tank2 
The energy balance for tank 2, 
dT2 








When the outlet temperature of tank 2 is to be controlled, 
a feedforward controller is installed as in Figure 6.2 to operate 
on changes in the feed temperature and/or feed rate. 
T.,F,C 
.1. 
t------f FFC :=}-<M 
Q 
Figure 6.2. ~~o Tanks, Feedforward Control 
If the outlet temperature of tank 2 is to be kept constant, 
dT2 
the term dt should be equal to zero (Equation 6.3). Then 
Equation 6.3 becomes 
(6. L~) 




T~ = T. T. 
J J JS 
The objective of the control is to maintain 
Q = Q - (FC)(T*) 
s 1 
Q is the manipulated variable and is a function of Tt 
and steady state gain (FC) only. From Equation (6.2) 
_ dT1 
: '1 d t + T 1 = T i 






M1en Equation (6.2) is subtracted from Equation (6.9) 
dT* 
T •1 d ~ + Ty = T1_ ( 6 • l 0) 
In the Laplace domain 
* Q (s) = -(FC) (Ty(s)) 
From Equation (6.10, 6.11) and Equation (6.12) 
Q* (s) 




Equation (613) is the defining equation for the transfer function 
for the dynamic feedforward controller {FFC in Figure 6.2). 
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A numerical statement for Example 6.1 and its PACTOLUS block 
diagram for the case of a random change in inlet temperature is 
shown in Appendix D. 
C. Application of Feedforward Control to ~Distillation Column 
The design of a feedforward control system for a distillation 
column is much more complex than that used in the simple example 
of nTwo Tanksn. For each stage there are generally two inputs 
and two outputs. Further, a change in the manipulated variables 
of either reflux rate or vapor rate will ultimately affect the 
dynamic behavior of all the stages. To develop a transfer 
function to represent the dynamic character of such a complex 
system is a complicated procedure. 
A distillation column of 3-trays with total condenser and 
reboiler is studied first. The process feed stream is a binary 
solution described by a constant relative volatility. The 
PACTOLUS block diagram for such a column is shown in Figure 6.7. 
The material balance equations for component 1 are: 
uo 
dx0 
















= L3x3 ·.- V4Y4 - L4x4 dt 
(6.18) 
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The control objective is to keep the product compositions 
constant either feed flow rate or feed com-
position, i.e. 
For the feed stage 
dx2 
U2 dt + L2x2 = V3Y3 + Llxl - V2Y2 + Fxf (6 .16) 
Upsets to Equation (6.16) may occur in feed composition (xf)' 
feed flow rate (F), the vapor flow rate (V3) and composition (y3) 
from stage below, the liquid flow rate (L1 ) and composition (x1) 
from the stage above and the vapor flow rate (V2) leaving the 
stage 2. But the values of the variables v3 , v2 , L1 , y 3 and x 1 
are ultimately affected by the changes in xf and/or F. Hence, 
the combination of the terms on the right side of Equation (6.16) 
is a function of xf and/or F, and may be considered as a forcing 
function to Equation (6.16). When the upset to the distillation 
column occurs in the feed composition alone, Equation 6.16 becomes 
dx2 
U2 dt + L2x2 = f3(xf) 
The Equations 6.14 to Equation 6.18 may be stated similarly 
dx0 
uo dt + Loxo = fl(xl) 
dx1 
ul dt + Llxl = f 2 (x2) 
dx2 
u2 dt + L2x2 = f 3 (x3) 
dx3 
u3 dt + L3x3 ··= f4(x2) 
dx4 








The forcing function on tl~ right sides of Equations (6.20) 
to (6. 23) have the characteristics of , multi-order responses t.o an 
upset in feed stage. In the Laplace domain the differential 
equations which describes the system are 
C~os + l)x0 (s) = s 0x1 (s) (6.24) 
(il s + 1) x1 (s) = sl x2 (s) (6.25) 
(T2 s + 1) x 2 (s) = s 2xf(s) (6.26) 
(6.27) 
where S. is the steady state gain for the stage j, and T. is 
J •J 
the 1st order lag for stage j. 
For a total condenser, the vapor coming from the first stage 
is completely condensed, part of the liquid returns to the column 
as the reflux and the remainder is withdrawn as the product. To 
keep the distillate composition constant implies that the over-
head vapor composition leaving the first stage is constant. 
Equilibrium relations then require that liquid overflo\11 from 
tray 1 also reamin constant. 
dx4 dx1 
M1en --- = --- = 0, Equations (6.25) and {6.28) become dt dt 
x1 (s) = sl x2 (s) 
x 4 (s) = s4x 3 (s) 
and Equation (6. 26), (6.27) and (6. 28) become 
x 2 (s) ,s 2 
, .. 
= .~ .. -• .. ~ -










when deviation variables are taken 
* 
xi (s) ~I xf(s) =-
so T 2s+l 
(6.35) 
* 
xn (s) = SB 
xf(s) 
(t2s+l) (r 3s+l) (6.36) 
where s0 cs0 s1s2) and SB(s2s3s4) are the steady state gains for 
distillate and bottoms compositions to a step change in feed 
composition. 
When reflux rate and boilup rate are manipulated to control 
the column, Equations (6. 35) and (6.36) become 
* ~J xf(s) * x1 (s) =- + R (s) (6. 37) so ~ 2s+l ·-- · . . 
When 
. x1 (s) = xn (s) = 0 
* -SD/So R (s) 
= 
* 
'T 2s+l xf(s) 
(6.39) 
* -SB v (s) 
= (r 2s+l) (~ 3s+l) * xf(s) 
(6. 40) 
The dynamic feedforward controller transfer functions are defined 
by Equations (6.39) and (6.40). 
The effects of this feedforward controller on the 5, 7 and 
10-stage distillation columns are shown in Figures (6.3), (6.4) 
and (6.5). The comparison of feedforward to feedback control 
action for a 5-stage distillation column is shown in Figure 6.6. 
A long time is required for feedback control to reduce the devia-
tion in product composition to zero. 
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In Figure (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5), the instantaneous feed-
forward control, in which the corrective action is applied at the 
moment that the upset occurs and the dynamic feedforward control, 
in which the corre~tive action is applied according to the transfer 
function of Equations (6. 39) and (6·. 40) , are plotted for comparison 
on the same time scale. The response in product compositions for 
dynamic feedforward control is seen to be much smoother and the 
deviation less than when the instantaneous feedforward control is 
used. 
The PACTOLUS block diagram of a 5-stage, binary system dis-
tillation column with constant relative volatility is shown in 
Figure 6.7. The feedback controllers are shown in Figure 6.8. 
The feedforward controller is shown in Figure 6.9. The corre-
sponding PACTOLUS computer output of Figure 6.7 is shown in 
Table E.l. The statements of the 5-stage distillation column are 
presented in Table 6.2. 
Since no instrument can measure all possible upsets, in 
actual operations a feedback controller is required to act with 
the feedforward control. Its actions should be minimized by the 
feedforward control possibly reflecting primarily only those 
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Figure 6.6. The Comparison of Feedback to Feedforward Control 






Figure 6~7. ~he· PA~TOLUS Block Diagram for a Five-Stage, 









set point \ K J I 2~ I ~ I + > V4-
Figure 6.8. The PACTOLUS Block Diagram of the Feedback Controller 
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Table 6.2. Statements of the S-Stage Binary System 
Distillation Column 
N = s 
Feed stage = 2 
. . 
a. = 2 
F = ·100 moles/minute 
D = SO moles/minute 
B = SO moles/minute 
xfi = 0.5 mole fraction 
ff(upset) = 0. 4-S 
* R = 10.217S moles 
* v = 0.824-17 moles 
" i-' 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS . 
The digital-analog simulator utilizes the great reliability, 
reproducibility, memory and logical capacities of digital com-
puters. One advantage of this method is tf?-at . it can be used with 
only a digital computer but with the ease of an analog program-
ming d:j..agram. Only in cases where a hybrid computer is available 
would ~t be at a disadvantage with respect to accuracy. In cases 
I 
where a hybrid or analog computer can be programmed in the same 
manner, the digital-analog simulator would have the disadvantage 
in execution speed. 
For the simulation of a multi-compone nt distillati on column, 
a set of non-standard PACTOLUS elements must be added. These 
include an element which perfo1~ms the iterative calculatj_on for 
the bubble point temperature and one to do the non-linear calcula-
tion for the equilibrium constant a nd vapor fraction. A self-
started element designated. ucontrol valven was developed to simu-
late the purely alg ebraic loop of the circulation characteristic 
of the total flow in distillation column. All the non-standard 
PACTOLUS elements that were dev e loped in this investigation are 
presented in Table A .l. of the AppEcncl ix . 
As is shown in Example 5.1 aP.d 5.2, the calculational pro-
cedure for a multi-component distillation column is simple to 
perform on a digital-analog simulator. It is conclucl ed in this 
investigation that the digital-analog simulator can be an impor-
tant tool for solving distillation column problems in either 
steady or unsteady state. As ~hown in Example 5.2., a multi- · 
component distillation column could be simulated by the digital-
analog simulator as rigorously as the mathmatical model could be 
set up. 
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In the part on feedforward control of distillation columns, 
it is shown that the liquid flow rate and the holdups may be an 
important factor in designing the feedforward controller. The 
number and size of the stages of the column is also an important 
factor that may not be ignored. The controller -for a column with 
total overhead condenser column is different from that for a 
column with partial condenser. A single feedforward controller 
is entirely possible to design for compensating various kinds of 
upsets for a specified distillation. But, in actual operations, 
the feedforward control must be paired with feedback control to 























Vapor composition generator for a 
binary system. 
2x 
Y = l+x 
When a. = 2 
. ··· -. 
Bubble point generator 
f (T ) 
n 
T n+ 1 = T n - f ' ( T ) 
n 
Vapor composition generator for 
i-C4 
Y = K. X. c i-C4 l-C4 l- 4 
Vapor composition generator for 
n-C4 · 
= K X Yn-C4 n-C4 n-C4 
Table A.l. Non-Standard PACTOLUS Elements (continued) 
-....! 
lJ"l 
Table A.la. Non-Standard PACTOLUS Elements 
......., 
0" 
s.n4QO 7? TF(T) 1072,1977,187~ 
~.04Ql 1972 C(TJ=Dl 
S.04Q? 1872 X(ll=I.J 
~-S_.Olt_IJ_3 X f?) =( K S. 049 1+ X{ 3 f (C ______________________ _ 
S.04Q~ X(4l=C~ 
S.04QA X(Sl=I.N 
--~s JL.• Q!L07 111 :> JJ:IJ..Jl_-=£J.JJ ________________ _ 
s.o49q rr=-l.o 
S.04qq PFT=O.O 
s.osoo on 1?7? K=J,s 
)_._Q_') 0_1 __ F K ( K ) = T f o.~ P * ( A l { K ) + :\ 2 ( K ) *T f: M P +A 3 ( K ) * T F M P ~' * 2 + h4 ( K ) *TEMP** 3) * * 3 
. :: ----5.0'10? F'f=FT+[K(Kl- :o!<X(Kl -· - ·- ·- -- ---- ---------- --- ······- ·-·- .. -- ·--- ---- -- -· ·· . --·-·-
S.OS03 DO=TEMP+O.OOOl*TFMP 
5.0504 DK-=On*(Al(Kl+A7{K)*DO+A1(K)*D0**2+h4{K)*D0**3}**3 
_ __.S~.L!,O~'ill_ ') ~-~-~J O_K-rf-~ __ f(Jc_l _L,..- I ( 0. OO~O~l_,..c-'-T__,_F-'~~-P....:.l _____ _ 
S.OSO~ PF1=PF +X K)*,·l~ 
S.OC.07 1272 CnNTTNliF . 
S.OSOR C!Il=TFMP-FT/PrT 
. __ s_. _ os.o~--- · - __ _ JFt r1_r l-1 o1n.) 167?, 1112,1112 s • o 5 1 o 1 1 7? r. 1 T 1 = 0 5 n • -- - --- · -- · - - - -----
S.OSll Gn TO 1177 
S.051~ 167? TFIAASICIIl-T(MP)-5.F-n3)1572,117~,ll72 
~: g4 t f. 1 5 1~ ~Ly-;-T-o_1.-k~TXCrn+f\_2_(lT~'-l.-K+-t\1T1T~-*~+A4\Tr*CK-**-3l-¥*Tf*\.J 
5.0515 GO TO O.Q 
S.05\6 74 CT=( CK*!AlC?l+A?(?l*CK•A~(?l*CK**?+A4C?l*[K**3)**1)*CJ 
_ ___ $_._0 tiJ.J ________ _ __ .. .  GO Til o o 
S.05Ul 7'> (.J=C l.K*(fll(3l+A/(1)*CK•A3(':\l*CK**?+A4nl*C:K**3)**'3)*CJ --· ·- - .. .. 
S.Otilq GO TO oo 
S.0520 76 CI=( CK*(Al(4)+A?I4l*C~+A1(4l*C:K**~+h4(4l*CK**3)**3)*CJ 
s 0521 r,n rn qq -~s:.:-o '>?? 77 l':l = {--c-K :~TAlrSl_+_A_?_r'1T,"=-CK+IfYr'>r~fC"'f(fii/+-~fl•-C 5 l *CK **1T*-*1T•CJ 
s.os?1 r,n rn qq 
S.0~?4 7R TF (T11?7R,117R,l27R 
~.ns?'> 111n n~v~Pl 
--- S-.05?_6 ___ _ _ - -- . - -r ( 1 ):D;> 
S.0~?7 ~n Tn l47R 
S.O'>?~ 1?7R nsv=rCI+ll 
S. o 52 Q 14 7 q S.Y.=:P~~'l~ 
Table A. 2 . . Modifications for Non-Standard PACTOLUS Elements 
(continued) ....... 
....... 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Al'PLNDIX B. DAC1'0L r US BLOCK DIAGRAM AND COfV!PLJTER OUTPUT 
FOR EXAfvlPLE 5 .1 
The mutcrial balance equation for corr1poner1t 1· f o· · an eight-







V4y4i L2x2i = + - V3y3i - L3x3i + F3xf3i W3x3i ( B • li) d ·t -
UL~ 
dxL~i 




VtiyGi + L4x4i vsYsi LSxSi ---- = - - + FSxfSi - WSxSi (B. 6) ell 
dx 6 . 
u6 









V gYg .i + L7x7i VSyR. Lt;x8i + F8 xf(' . W8x8j_ (B.9) - --·· - - - -clt· L l L ol 
Ug 
dx 9 j 
LSx8i V9y 9i Bx9i (B. 1 0) -- - -dt: 
The PACTOLUS block diagram to solve such a set of simul-
taneous equations is shown in Figure B.l. The computer output of 
the Pi\l.TOLUS Blot ·k d.iagra111 \vhich is shmm in FigurE• B. l is list Pel 
in T t:dJ l c n . 1 . The f in a l v a luL1 s of a 11 t h c b locks of Ex a rn p l c 5 . 1 at 
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__________________ ____ 2 J 1 . _____________ __ ________ ~-- - ________  (]_,_ 3.J ·'"'. .3J:J~}-=._ __ Ol. _____ --- -----· · 
? O? X n .? ~~~7~3~ Gl 
?~ ~ X ~ . ?Ql4?73C O? 
7 ~4 X 0 .4 ~74~~~~ 0 1 
--------.. -2 . .J.S ______ ____ ____ '{. _ __ ______ Q __ _ ,'t..::l3...!....1..5.:~.c .. _Cl.0 _________________ - - .... 
:? · ~ S v :: • ;:;, 7 _'. t) 7 '~ - -~ :- D 1 
2~7 Y ( .2 ~57~S l ~ 8 1 
? (•<) y ~--:- .--::~ ,:);.7??")'- I)~' 
_____ ____ __ ___ 2_c ::? _____ _____ ___ ____ __ :s _________ __ o .. !:t.J5.!+_?:_:a~= __ !ll ____ __ _______ ___ _ 
? 1 0 X C .? ~q 435 0~ CO 
~5~ X C . G 
1 l .t, : ~ c • " 
------···----..2-r , 1---- ------ -- . . .:._( --------·-_(; __ . 2__ --···-- ·- ------ --------· ----·· --1 1 1 ·':7. - • c} 
? S~ x n . o 
~1c.: s r . s 
? S ··:l Y . _ n_ · -·~-- ·-·····- -----------------·-------------- ___ .. .. 
----- - --- --1--J. q··- ·------- -- --- - G C . ·_! 
? I 8 X C• . ; .... 
1~n G r . ~ 
. ------ ______ 2._f..;. _l ______________ .:!.._ _ ___ _Q •. r::: ..5: .. ~~ 9 ':.~;: _]_f_!ll__ ________ ___ _ _ 
lll f., f' .ll "q 0 r:~ •~ - D l 
2 f1 ~ X 0 • ? <:: ' ' , ... 9 '1 ') ;:: 0 1 
11? ~ 0 .7 000004~ - 0? 
_.. __ _ ___ _ ? h -:l, X _ r. • 7 ~; () (' •] f"\ :"> F (~ ? 
---- ·-c-1 3----- ---- ·---- - -- ---t -- -- - ------a·· _-,--;; ~-r-1:~ -~:rrr:---;y~s-- ----- -- ----
7A4 X 0.110n0 r 0 ~ 02 
114 G 0 .?1 °900~E -0l 
__________ ___ __2..6_5_ .. __ __ __ ___ __ __ _ _ x_ ______ .D_. _  3 _ '~25::. ::~·) ,r:__::.•_L _________ ........ .. . 
Table B.2b. Final Values of Example 5.1 
(continued) 
102 
lli)___ (; 0.791"1(')994F-O? 
?71 + O.lOCOOClE 01 
';17:?, + Q.09<)QOF)71= J() 
?7~ + n.c~co~~~F on 
-----------7-rz;-----------+ --------··o-~-<?-r,7rC?·<1,r~~-· rfry----------- ···-·----.. 
?75 + O.qqono7s~ 00 
..,-,6 + l').c,.·v:.,.,r:7:>>= 0') 
? 7 7 ____ t f"'\ 0 'l 'l 0 0 7 "J r: ('! () 
?7P + 0.9~oqon~r 00 
?til + f).':i'FH!i\;~'~;1~ ·~? 
211 X ('. ?~4l ~~<)!= 01 
_____________ 2. u __________ ····--·-···· ____ -~---------- -~'1_. __ 1 ~>??J.2 .. ?.~ ___ _o L ________________ ·--··-· __ 
213 v 0.3~A1IA~~ C? 
214 X 0.~40ll7~F ~~ 
?15 x n.7~~~5~~r; 00 
? P ? ... , c; n n 11 r rv1 r-: r-,,.,_·.::..? __ _ 
2?1 X C .. :?t?5375c Ol 
'?22 X G.l70?4G6!:= Ol 
2 ? 3 X 0 • ~ ·u, t) ? (, ':'i ~= 0 ~ 
________ z.z!t: __________ x __________ o._'!!_5 ~ r::.:u:..? :?F~_Q_l _______ ~- ------·-··--··-- _ 
?2:; X ('.lll?5~"+f 01 
2 8~ + 0. '5Cl 'JOOC0c f':2 
1~1 X 0.?0~PR~5E 01 
1-:27 X n 1.6.!+£)7~4!:7 OJ 
1:-:>-3 "': o.~·:q547•>t:.: 02 
1~4 y 0.~~773~J~ 01 
1?-S X C.l~'t.C,""'.l':3-+F: 01 
-----·--·------ .2E.!t ___________ -*-·--- _______ !,_'_ .• _LS. C!.}.n_r•Jr.: __ 0_?· _______ .............. , .... .. 
1.41 X 0.f-l'!ll.t:.4~ 01 
1'+2 X ('1.4rJ1!..4~"·>4..,r.: 01 
l4? X n.l154?qtF 0~ 
_________ _lit _(t _____________ 'l_. __ , __ _Q_,. l 7 ,, ~.!z . .S..::.::.. .. ..Q.? _______ .. ____ ---·· 
ll•5 X 0.~'\]f:PI"iSF Gl 
2 c: 5 + ::'1 • 1 t:; on o c •J r.: P3 
1£""•1 Y (;.I+')Jifl 0 ')F 01 
11:'.;2 X 0.40'-":i:-t:;'1"3F 01 
153 X 0.l1R7.51"">~" 03 
]">4 ){ fJ.l7'')lt5~-:"!F. (}? 
15~ x 0.~~012~~~ r1 
____________ _2_.f;._6 _______________ ± __________ .. _ :0.~.1-~0 .. C'_;.fl£_lf; __ _.-~~-----.. -------·--·····--
l t~ 1 X 0 • ~ ""? 4 ., 1 l -1 r: C' l 
16? x 0. 3~:n3c'ir: 81 
163 X O.ll"5~57F 03 L6A:_ ________ _! _______ Q...._1 q 1 n rt ~~ ,~ :_Jl2_ 
l6S ~ C.~7~f4~!c 01 
? " 7 + o • 1_ c.: n r tH~ ) [ T~ 
171 Y 0.~/St::;pp.·:?F ':'1 
____________ L7J _____________ :'{ _________ Q ... .. ?.s.l~:.C.S:.5..S. ...... ·Jl ___________________ . 
173 X 0.J20('l)c:;;:JF C3 
174 x n.IB-'i790"1E o·; 
J 7'5 X O.'\?ltl6<..t;F 01 
? t1 o + __ _D_.._l5'1f~ fl r< If-' Q_3_ __ _ 
l ;~ 1 X 0 • lit ~- l 0 ~· =1 C: 0 l 
l ;l ? X 0 • l :"l ') (i •~ q 7 ;: 0 1 
1Q3 X O.llf')?":>2'1f.: 1')3 
_____________ 1.8..4________ __ )(... ___ .. ___ O_ot .. L:..."':.?7..2.!"~3.f:._ .. O?~--- ___ ··-- ... _ .... __ ~-
Table B. 2c.. Final Values of Example 5 .. 1 
(continued) 
103 
1~s x o.7~71qf~ ~ 01 
? c; ·! + c . 1 c, 0 0 0 :: ; ) t: 0 :\ 
12° 0.1000~ 00[ 03 
_]_2_ q ___ ______ _ - ___ __ __!2.. • ..5...:1 !1!]_~1_J£_0_? ---------- ·--
? 0 7 + ;J.lo"Jn ~J(1 ·"r: c~ 
17 (, v n.?0 5 ~2630 fl) 
117 ~ 0 .7 ° 0 ~~41~ 0 1 
- -----·---- .. .. _ l ?_:? __ ___ ..... ..... - ___  '< --- · ·-·· -- - -- C. . -~ Ln_l 3 ~.lf __ 1.l? _ ______ __ -·-----· ______ .. . 
17n X C .Jll'~ J. r;. -~r-: n? 
1 ~0 X C .l n°40~~r 01 
7 () f + C' .J() t'(lr) :l ') r- r:-~1 
1 c , t,· v r: • r_. ? .? (' 1 1 :.J r n 1 
·--- ---·---r ~- ,7------· -v---- ---r.·~~-·\1;-r .. . s;:-.,-r:· c-r·--·-------
1'·0 '( (\ .7 ·~1 7?· ~::'r)[ 0~ 
1". 9 x f' .t c s ::{:.·:n_r 07 
__ -·----·-- -· L ? .0 .. _______ _ ... . . . ... 't. .. .. . ·--· _____ __ D.~ L:?.D.':~..C _:_,_.._, C. _ . ....0.J ... _____________ .. ---·-
?c:c-, + o .I J'• 0C~~ .. :f en 
l S6 X 0 .'-)P.l)T~Q~}C: O l 
1 c-_. 7 x o • t .. r .. ? -:> n ° ; r o 1 
_ _ ________ 1 . .:. .. ~---·----L---~--I 7 ;:~ Q 7 1 F n .::> 
l ~- ") X ('• • 1 'I 1 3 Lt 0 "' c: t1 ;:::> 
l t:, n X 0 • 1 7 ? h 7 7 ') C:: 0 l 
? ~ 4 + 0 .1'~0n n~0f 01 
----- ------- .. J. -ft f-·---·-------· ------ -· {-- · --- - ------~6- :-l--;Z{-1p~~ ~-=-~6-{------ --- - ----··· · 
1 4 7 x c • ":. ? :') 3 1 :, ~~ r; n 1 
'· -:> r " • "l ::> 1+ ...,  1 -~ r;; r:: - n 1 
---------·- .. l.t.:...::l __________ -:-<: __ ___ _ 0-_,_(: c' 'i..·::_~!:_::u_r:-: n? __ -·------------- ----·· 
t .. -~. T C' • 7 ·r,.... l ·:) 1 :;, r:_ C' J 
1 t.,o X (1 .07?. ~-: '!r ~ 01 
It It T G • l 1 -~ 0 I ·~' 1' G G 
1 c. :..' '( 0 • 1. " 7 1 :} 7? c: 0 1 
-- ----------------- - ··· ·-... -2;- ~)- -- · ·- --- ----------- r --------- --- i~- -.-- *j __ L~- 7 .. •:·i· -~ -j-.., F ..:..- (i-1- -------- .. --------- -- ----- -- · 
7 ~~ • 0 .1 00 0 0n1c 0~ 
1 7 A Y 0 . 7~ 31? ~!~ O J 
_ _ ___ 4 _ _ _ _ __ ]_:~~--- .. -·--- · --· - --~; ----~----- -:'_~-~i ? ') n P "3 l t-= ~"! l 1 ~ .:< X C • 7 ~) C: It ] 4 ? r :~ -:r-·----·------··--· 
1~ 9 X 0.o~4~qlh~ 0 1 
ll.. (' X 0 • 1 ·-3? ') t ' 61) c: 0 l 
- -- ----·------ . 2 c_? .._ 0 • 1 ;"') ~) '~ '' '! ·) ~ D 3 
';:> t. - ----------- ---·--·x-· -- ·----- ·c~-. -c--·"1· ;;~--r,;-~ :y:-:. -~TC_ .. ___________ ___ ·--- --
?~7 X n .~ hl~~~~~ 0 1 
?~ ~ X n.7S0 ~~ ~~ ~ 0 7 
-----·-·-·-··--22 .. :? ___ ______ __ __ ---.:f___ 0 _._'::_ 4 C:. 7 ~.J 4 r __ Ql ____ ___________ _ 
? .. ,_ (' v 0 • 0 () ·') '.). q ~' s '7 " ....  
?C'l + ''.] ~)0')r' : '\!: n"?, 
l ':' ~!. \'1 • t.: (': () ~-~ •J t' ,_1 c: s "') 
1 ~~ 0 .s n ~o~ 00F 0? 
2lA Y O.Q7 0GS17 ~ 0 1 
? 17 '\( 0 . r:;:~:; ;:q_f-, )f 01 
2 1 q V: 0 • 7 5 f. , l 7 7 ) F 0 2 
. ---- - - ________ 2 L~-- _ __ ___ __ _______ y__ _________ 0 _._?.:22.2.2. !-' ~-'- _ _rJ_L ______________ _____ _ _ 
?~0 X 0 . ~ ~7~1 1 ? ~ 00 
CL F:~ 0 
$T 0 ° 
Table B-. 2d. Final Values of Example 5.1 
APPEtmiX C. 
The PACTOLUS block diCJgrc:un of the preJ1eater is shO\·m .in 
Figure C.l. The block dia~;ra:-ns to tre3t the feed component in 
(::ither liq_l.li.d and vL~po:c phase at'e in Figul'e C.2. The Pl\CTOLUS 
computer program of Ex2mple 5.2 is in T<1ble C.l .. 
236 f.:\I'/ ·~--h . ,·.-~ . l ~76(F) \..V' ; ! 2 7 4- ~ . !":::'\ rm\ . ! 2 7. 6 ' . i --- ·- \ ~ -' ( K) (, GG }--- . \ I ' ' v 
I 1 I I ' I .,/ I ·-.. - ~·---23 7 K t?Eb.::::_-~- - ~ + ! \_.... -.. ri * i ; % ) ! /L - F frArr.n 1 I · I I -·--·······--· ·' · /': ·· I ~ F 98 V ~ I -·---- ---- ).-·- ,_ - ·--~--·--. ____ .... 
--·--·, I __ c-~-·; ; __ ~--- -- -i ! ! 1 ---- -; I _____ c·::-·--~ · · ! 
l -t I i ·u , 1 ·/ \ • lL \ ;· '/ , . . ~(_) Liquid Feed · 1, 1-Fl \ i i :·! . /! iri _j ; ;; ri ~ : ! r; 1 Composition I I I I I I I ' I ' I I I . I I I • ~ i i l ! . ; I . i . I I I I ~ I I ~ ! j @ I I' . ' . I l' . ' ; ' . '·-- : I : ;' ~<--.. ~ ' . . I I : l I t ' I! . ' I 24-0 - I ·---·--.·--------~---·-1 : J. ! . I ! I 
: ! ' : f l : ~ ! ' ; ' I I I J···· .. --···--- ___ , _______ ,_ -~--~--·--·.. . .... ...... •.. J • I . I ' ' ' I : ' ' ! ' : . ' I I : Feed (r-"-1-·-·; .. -···-- ·-· ··--· .. · !- 1·----.. ......... .. ____ I "!""-"•"•· .. •· • --i :• I 
' I . • I • Composition !-:··:-;-~---~----·-·- ...... ... :-.. , ... -. ... -.. .. ... . ; ····,: ··- ·-·-·· ........... . ·. ; ... .. ......... .. 1 .. 1 
; I : I l ! l I ; I, I j 
I I I ' • • I j I 1;, , ,-,-... -. .. .,.- ..... , .. ,, ... ..,. , ... ., , ... ,. ••. ,..,,_._,., ,, 1• ••-·r. ••-l{"""'•••••-· ·--• .... ., ,.,,.a.,•• l1/f••---·-----.. .. i 1 ; ! ' : ' il : i: I I' i .... •l 
. . . , ~ ' I f I I l . I I ! : : I I 
1 •1 I I 'I, ' · ry~ · · ' ~ !' ; ; :-r-·· ~ I ~-!2q2 I :.__ i l :?'i1i j I J 2''5' I 
. I I I ., . . I I . . '--·~· : £: '+ . ---·· "t \ l 
: • I l I ' I : I j I I I \ . 
: ' ! : ~---:-[0: # ....1 I r: # \_j : -r-~L!.)J: # · 1" ........ \ # · , :-~-·-,~ # r· ..J 
, : : - . U--. I '-:-., ··: -- t ;-· 
, I I • '--· : '-·• .... -/ 1 :.....-~ ··"- I ~-- · j ~~-~--1 
I I ' I I ; I 
' .---··-···· .. · ·~-·~ -~ ---····· · ... ( I I ; ~i·~-;~=:::=-.:--=·~--:~:~-=-- ~-~··· ___ _ .,-_-:-.. -:·:·.~ -~~: .... _ .... ___  ... -.......  ! ! 
I ! 1 I I 
!'"~: ..  ,-,--·---· .... .. ..........  ,_ ... _ _. ..... ... ............ _ ...... ..  ···· · ··- ··-· ·•·' '"'' ' ' ......... .. .. ....... .. ~ ............ _, __ ... _.._..,., 
I I ! I 
Vapor Feed 
Composition 
~ f I ! ' ' 
, ' I i ; :-;··---·--=;=·.·-.=~-=~:==1=~~-~-~~=-.: .. ~·~:.::):.~.-=-=:~ ·~· .. ·~~.:~~-~--=·.1.::~ :·: ... ..  ~---~·.· ... ~.~ .... ~ .. ~-.(~'\ 
I . I I I . I i · ' I (~) 
I : mT'' i r:;-· I ) rz_ rr-\ . I i2'5' . i ;··2~5~ 3lnJ ~I \\ ' ' : : I I i '·J, I l , I · I · • • I 
. -·-1 11 1..--"\ - , -' > -1 --- \..--. 
1
• i I i ·1 . 11 . ;--! I - I : I ! I : J' ! ; ; ! i ~ 't · _ ___J : ; j \ . ; i . ! i._ . 
J ) 1 I ! j ! I 
I j i -~:::-·:·.-~~:. :=~-:~:~ : ··· -· -· . .. . . . J ! :,' 
I • I 
--·-·-- .. -·- .. ··- ····-----· .• --... - .. ..... ----· ...... -- .•.. ·-· .... .......... I 
-·····--...... ........ .. . . . .. . .... .. . . . ·~· ··- - ~ ....... -......... ... _ ... ·-··-- .. ·-·····-.. --. .... --·-· ···· .... . ... ........ -- .... i 
----~·-_., __ .... _ ........ · -A , .... , ... ., .. ,_ , .... ... ... . _, ___ ... . __ <'< 00- o <,;t .. ~ O .. ...,_. .. , ., ,, ,_,., • • - .. ~ ~>N .... . .... .... . . . . Oo - · - to . .... ........ . .. ~ , , . , ... - .... ~ #o- o -·•• • ;.oo- 0. .. - '• ' • .... .. .. , .. ~ o• • • • ... ' .... . 





U l ~· F I G 1. ! P 1\ T U1 ~~ S P E C I F l C 1\ T t fl tJ 
1: L r' r, K. T Y P F p; D tJ T 1 PJ PI .IT ? f N PUT ) l N P IJ T 4 T N PUT 5 , 
- l T 6 l 0 0 0 
7 T 7 ? 0 0 0 
~ T ~ 3 0 0 0 ' 
4 r 0 ~ o o o 
.... '1 --- · ---------- ---- · r- -.. - ----- ------1 ;"' ------ -·-· ..... - .. - -s--.. - -_, ________ ____ o- - ----------n- ---- -- --·-- n--· 
A ' IJ i ~ 0 0 0 () 
7 I! 17 0 0 0 0 
p ! I lq I' 0 0 0 
., '1 
• J -
1() II ?f'l 0 0 0 0 
11 r () ?01 22A 21A ?11 
12 r n ?n? ??1 ?17 ?12 ! "· --- · . ..... -- · r · .. .. - ___ .. __ -- n- --- ------ ? rn ---.. - - - - --77 R-- ----- - - 71 p- -·--·--- --z 1'3 ______ _ 
14 I 0 ?04 ??G 21° ? 1~ 
~~ 1 n ? 0 ~ ~10 ??O ?15 
1 r, " 1 1 1 r 7 n n o 
n "'" . -o.., , -. : o 
1° ~ l~ 107 0 0 0 
1 0 ! )If ) ('\/ () () 0 
'n ~ 1~ 10' n n o ?1 ----- ·- ·- · ! ". - .. n ·· -- --- ?11 ·- - -- 13f:J· -------??r.·-------- --??1 ______ __ .... _._ 
?? ~ n ?12 ll7 ??7 22? 
~~ r o ?11 ll~ ?28 ??~ 
?4 r n 'lh 1~q ??q 224 
, ~ , . .-'5 17'+ n z~-r ?7-lj-----
?t... II ?1 ] Ol 0 0 0 
?7 ~ ?? !01 0 u 0 
?~ ) ?) 10~ 0 0 0 
? n - . --- ....... ---- -- ! .. . ·- " .. - .. .... - ' !, .-.. ------ " ...... t 0 1" .. --- .... --- f')- -- ·--------- ·- ·· - - o------- .. ----- -o"-- -----.. ·--
~ n ; ?~ 1~~ o o o 
1 1 T llA ??1 l4A 136 131 -... 
~ ? r 1 1 1 ? ? ?. J 4 7 1 1 7 1 -~ ? 
, I , " I • ' - 1jf' '"'3"P '"3"'3~---· 
~4 r 110 7?4 14a 1~ o 1~4 
~~ r 17n ??~ 1~0 140 1 ~5 
'l,/1 ,, 'l,] J.f)l~ 0 0 0 
- · - ... -- ·'·7 ------ ... ....... ..... = --- ------- -- ·1 ? - - ------------- 1 014-· ---- ..... .... . ·-- ----o--- ----- ----- ---- o--- -·------.. --------o-.. -
~0 ~ ~l 1n4 n o n 
· ~. r'J : ~ 4 1 n 11 n 0 0 
,, l~ : Vi 1 G It 0 0 0 
.;' 




I 11 l~l 1')(, 1 ltf) t-itl 
42 r 11? 137 157 147 l'+? 
'' ~ T 1 1 3 1 ~ 3 J ')A 11-tB 14) 
4 1, r 1 u~ 1. ?J.._ 150 14() lit'~ 
-------------;,:-:; ·----------·r -- -- -------r 1-')------ -1 . ., s----
--1-6-o· t5·o t4·J; 
t~r-. " l1l lOr.; () 0 (} 
~7 ~ 4? }OS 0 (~ 0 
4A ) 4~ 10') 0 0 0 
-1 . ~ .• ' f • .. ~ ' • ., ·• ,I 
~() ~ /1 r:- 1 {)f) 0 0 0 
~1 T 0 1~1 166 1S6 151 
~~ 1 n 14? 167 157 15? 
· ··-- -- -- ···--·- --·- l)~~ - ------ ---- ···- ··J ··--- ---------- · o·- --------- , 1 .. 1·-------- 1 n<l -- --- ·--t~B·----·tl) -?------
~4 I 0 14~ 16° 1~0 lS4 
GG T 0 14S 170 lAO 1~~ 
r, A 11 S 1 l 0 11 () 0 0 
- r.: 7 - .. -:10 . ~- ' 
~~ > ~1 106 0 o n 
~~ : ~4 tn6 r n 0 
r-.o ~ t;c.; 10r-. o o o 
t . 1 --- --------·--- - -· - ·f · ------- ---n-- -- --·-·Jsl----- ---- ·176 1116 Hfl 
l-. ? f (1 1 r) ? 1 7 7 J 6 7. 1 A ? 
A~ T 0 1Sl 17R l6 R 16~ 
Ut r n 1 r, 1,. 1 1 o 1 6 o 1 " 4 
~ ;·t) q ':J 1 1!} ro-e------
f. A If f-..1 107 0 0 0 
A7 = ~? 107 n 0 0 
AQ ~ Al 1n7 n o o 
'' CJ : fA 1 0 7 () 0 0 
70 : A~ 107 0 0 0 
71 1 r) 11,1 1R~ l7A 171 
7J 1 0 lA? 1~7 177 17? 
·· ·-· · ··-- ------- -7"~-------- r ··--- -·--------· -;y--- ------- -1 r... "1, ----·-···- · - - - , Rn. -- ----·---1-? R --··-·----·-rr~-----
74 r 1 1A4 1~0 179 174 
7r, T () lA~ 1_0(' 1 R() 175 
1 A ,, 7 1 1 ~l q o n n 
11 = 7" 1 n~ o o-----:.. _  -----
70 > 7~ 10~ n n 0 
7 q : 7'+ 1 I )~ n o 0 
...... .. . . _______ 
0
_(: ___ . . . . .. : ___ ___ ___ _7'i __ ..... l rJ!-~ _ _ _ _ ____ n ______ ________ 0 ···-·- -- --- 0 ··· ---·---




Pl 1 0 171 196 lq6 1~1 
r? r n 17? 197 187 187 
P~ T 0 171 JGA lAR 183 
P4 T 0 174 100 ]nq lR4 
rs r 0 175 200 100 185 
or, " q 1. 1 oq o o o 
S7 = R2 1n0 0 0 0 
(! 0 '> R ~ 1 0 r.1 0 0 0 
· ·-- -------- ,:i q _ ___ ___ : --- --r,~--- ,_ o.-y----------- (1 o -o 
nn : R') Jn'"~ () 0 0 
n1 T 0 lRl 0 lOA 191 
07 T n lQ? 0 197 1~? 
' . . "-01 . .' '-' l:f3 
o~ 1 n 1~~ n 19~ 194 
o~ r n 1c~ o ?00 195 
f' (, II ~ l 1 l () 0 0 () 
· ---------n7----- · --= ---------- --~1:> - -----1 1 0-----·--n--------··o·· ·---o- ---
n~ } Ol 110 0 0 0 
('(~ : ()4 11 0 () 0 0 
1r-n ~- n~ 110 0 0 o 
1 0 r·--- · ? -T . , + ') 
)()? ? 11 17 1~ 14 1'1 
10~ ? ?l ,, ?1 ?4 ?5 
1 n 1,. ') ·1, 1 -~ ' ·n v+ 3 '1 
. - ----- - }('1 r; - ------- --·-? . -·- .. ·· --~--,,. , ··--· --· - ,~C\ - ------------~~ .., ------- ~- '~· 45·---- -
l OA ? ~1 ~? ~3 5~ 5~ 
1n7 ? Al ~7 A~ A4 65 
1 ''fl " 7!. 7:> r~ -,~ 75 
r; '1 ') if ,.f? P. 1 A -t •• • .-. ----
llt! ? en 0? Q3 t".l4 ° .5 
111 ~ 2Al n o o o 
117 ~ 7~? 0 n n o 
· · -·-· -------- 11 "): ---·--------- r..- ---· ------·?r, •. - -- ·--------- n ---------------- ·0 --------- 0--------·n-
l14 ~ ?~4 0 0 0 0 
115 r.. '1(-.t:; n () n 0 
1 1 (I ('. ? f) A () 0 () 0 
1.17 (~ .-:; , ( I \· (} 
llR r ~~R 0 o o n 
l]O ~ ?~Q 0 0 0 Q 
1?0 ~ ?~0 n o 0 o 
Table C.lb. PACTOLUS Program of Example 5.2 (continued) ~ 0 ~ 
l2? - JQ! tlJ 0 u u 
1 ?l - ?OJ 1?7 0 Q 0 
1?9 - ~no 120 n o n 
12 9 - ?AO 12° 0 0 0 -----i~r . P ~ ~ . . 
1~2 ~ 2 °1 3? 0 0 0 
l~~ X ?P~ l~ 0 0 0 
1?~ x ~n1 14 n o o 
1_ 3 CJ · ·· ··· ·· · x .. ----------- ? 11.., ------. · ... .... 31) - __ .. -------------·o· --- -----------·o··------ --- o----
l~~ X ?Ol ~6 0 Q Q 
,,7 y )01 ~7 0 0 0 
1 "\rt y ? q ~ 3 ° 0 0 0 i ~, ~~ v ::> (") ;, -r., o .. o-----
1_/+n v ?rn 4n 0 0 0 
1 t, 1, Y_ ? <Vt It ] 0 0 0 
14' X ~ q 4 4? 0 0 0 
l~l X ?R4 ~3 0 0 0 
t44 X ?q4 44 0 0 0 
l~G V '"4 45 ~ 0 0 0 
1 I. A '< '.> (.) '-~- ·'+ f1 -~ 0 0 0 
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Figure C.2. The Blocks to Treat Feed Components 1-1 
!--' 
1..0 
APPENDlX D. P1\CTOLIJS }~LOCK DJ;\ClV\!'-l i\~D CU:.H'UTl:R OU'lTUT 
FOR EXN·1PLE G.l . 
The nume rical values t~ha t define the Exulnplc . 6.1 arc shcn·:n 
in Table D.l. 
Table D.l. Specifica·t:i.ons for Exarnplc 6.1. 
F = 100 #m/hr 
T = 100°F ls 
T 0 = J.lO F 2s 
Qs = 1000 BTU/hr 
c = 1 BTU/ ( #m) (°F) 
p = 1 #m/ft3 
J.L!.U 
The forcing function of the system i .s a random change in fc• ed 
temperature between 99°F to 101 °F. The cont~1·ol goal is to k c.·C'p 
the mrtlet temperature from tank 2 constant ( ll0°F) by monJpula -
ting the h eat input ·to t ank 2. The Pl\CTOLUS block cl:iagl'ctlll or S ll dl 
a TWO Ti\J.\!KS system \vi th fecdfon:ard controller and mcnsur:i.ng elc-
mcn·t is shO\\m in Figure D . l. The P1"\CTOLUS comput~r prog l'ttln of 
Exrunp1e 6.1 are sh01vn in Table D.2. In Table D . 2, output tl is 
·the ternpera:ture leaving tank 1. Output 5 is the outlet tc~mpel'a-
t u:r.e of tank 2. Out put 2 is the ·tot·al hea·t added j_r1'to tank 2. 
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APPENDIX E. PACTOLUS COMPUTER OUTPUT OF THE EFFECT OF FFC 
ON A 5-STAGE DISTILLATION COLUMN 
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Table E.l. PACTOLUS Computer Program of the Effect of FFC 
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a coefficient of the function of equilibrium 
constant 
the total area of a tray, ft 2 
ADL = analog-to-digital communication line 
b = a coefficient of the function of equilibrium 
constant 
c = a coefficient of the function of equil.ibri.um 
constant 
C = heat capacity, BTU/(#m) (°F) 
d = a coefficient of the function of equili.brium 
constant 
e = a coefficient of the function of eqLd.librium 
constant 
0 E . . - modified vaporization efficiency 
JJ.. 
f = feed plate 
F ·-
f (T) ,f'(T) = 
K .. = 
JJ.. 
1 .. = 
JJ.. 







molar flow rate of feed 
a bubble point function and its der.:i.vative 
equilibrium constant for component i on plate j 
molar rate at which component i in the liquid 
state leaves plate j 
molar liquid flow rate 
digital-to-analog conrnunication line 
molar flow rate of liquid feed 
the trial number in Newton's iteration 
the number o f tota l s t a ge 




u = molar vapor holdup 
u = molar liquid holdup 
v · = molar rate at which component i in the vapor state 
leaves plate j 
v = molar vapor flow rate 
VF = molar flow rate of vapor feed 
X •• = mole fraction of component i in the liquid leaving Jl plate j 
xfji = mole fraction of component j in the liquia feed at plate j 
y.- = mole fraction of component i in the vapor leaving Jl· plate j 
yf .. = mole fraction of component i in the vapor feed at Jl plate j 
w = side stream 
Greek Letters 












. CL - = 
'l . Kb 
proportional constant for liquid flow 
density #rn/ft3 
time constant, minute 
denotes a · sum 
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